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 Objectives : 

 

1) To bridge the gap between theory and practice of mathematics education. 

2) To define & develop the concept of ‘Mathematics laboratory’ in a broader sense based on 

the education theories like constructivism, activity based learning and treating mathematics 

as an empirical science. 

3) To write topic wise booklets about conceptual development of various topics from high 

school syllabus this will be useful to maths teachers and students. 

4) To collect and compile topic wise, math – lab activities.  

5) To make activity kits with card board, rubber sheets, plastic etc. 

6) To collect mathematical toys and games. 

7) To make work sheets with proper instructions for implementing the lab activities. 

 

 Executive Summary(Work done) 

A detail study of education theories through reference books and recent research papers on 

mathematics education  in India, was done prior to writing proposal. A seminar on challenges in 

‘Mathematic Education’ was organised in which eminent educationalists, professors from TIFR, IIT, 

University were resource persons. This seminar was useful for establishing communication with 

experts and knowing their views about mathematics education in India : Problems and remedies. 

Workshops were conducted for high school students, high school teachers and  parents of students 

which gave firsthand experience of knowing difficulties and requirements of teachers and students 

at high school  level. With all this background and preparation the proposal of the project was 

prepared. 

During the project tenure different books were collected on various topics like, 

i) Challenging problems 

ii) History of mathematics 

iii) Puzzles and games in mathematic 

iv) Applications of mathematics  

v) Paper folding activities for learning mathematics 

vii) Paradoxes in mathematics 

vii) Biographies of mathematicians  

Along with books various web sites and other information available on math lab activities was read 

and studied. 

Different mathematics laboratories from international schools, Homi Bhabha Science Education 

centre etc. were visited. Lists of educational equipments available in market were accessed and 

based on all this the list of required kits was finalised. Few equipments were designed newly and got 



it made from professionals. Some models with card boards were made by me. Few plastic and 

wooden models were purchased readymade. For origami models and paper cut fold models, 

worksheets along  with diagram and instructions were prepared. 

Activities were classified topic wise and set of laminated work sheets with clear instructions and 

diagrams were prepared using which students can do the math lab activity and find out 

mathematical results.  

Concept wise booklets giving evolutionary developments were written for teachers and students to 

know the history of the concept and about the mathematicians who developed the concepts. These 

booklets are written in lucid language in a story like form. 

A collection of ‘proofs without words’ is included in the form of worksheets which helps students to 

visualise, and understand mathematical concepts which are abstract otherwise. They can construct 

proofs on their own using these diagrams. 

Interesting mathematical games, puzzles and magic tricks based on mathematical concepts were 

collected and provided in worksheet forms. 

A review of mathematics education in India and education theories is given in the introduction. A 

definition of mathematics – laboratory and its scope is given as a separate chapter. 

 Educational kits prepared under the project: 

1) Dissection proofs of Pythagoras theorems 

2) Constructive proofs of Pythagoras theorem using tangram techniques. 

3) To prove there are infinitely many proofs of Pythagoras theorem  

4) Tiling proofs of Pythagoras theorem. 

5) A rope with 12 – knots to construct 3-4-5 right angled triangle. 

6) Posters of Pythagorean trees. 

7) Pi – kit for finding approximate value of pi using definition. 

8) Pi kit for finding approximate value of pi using Archimedes’ method. 

9) Buffen needle experiment kit 

10) Kit for verifying the properties of orthocentre circumcentre and centroid of an equilateral, 

isosceles and scalene triangle. 

11) Clinometers for trigonometry  

12) Area – volume kit. 

13) Algebraic identities kit 

14) Circular geoboard for theorems of circle and cyclic quadrilateral.  



15) Polyhedron kit 

16) Kit for finding integer sums 

17) Kit for proving irrationality of root two, root 3. 

Most of the methods and activities include in the project are already tried and used in various 

workshops conducted for school students and school teachers. The effectiveness and pleasure of 

these activities is experienced every time. 

 Findings of the project: 

This project titled ‘Developing Mathematics Laboratory for High school Level” is   a theoretical 

search and compilation of ideas for activity based mathematics education. It is not a project in which 

a hypothesis is formed and tested by applying statistical tests on collected data or it is also not based 

on laboratory experiments, observation and interpretation. Still the study undertaken for the project 

and the experience of workshops conducted for high school students and teachers  reveals the 

following  facts. 

Mathematics being an abstract subject becomes a challenge for teachers to teach it. Majority of 

students find it difficult to grasp the concepts & slowly develop a dislike and fear for the subject. 

S.S.C. results show maximum number of failures in mathematics. 

Lot of research is being done on developing education theories for mathematics. There are 

dedicated journals publishing research papers and articles on maths education. Research institutes 

also conduct training programmes for teaches.But these efforts are not enough.Education theories 

propagated by educationists are ideal and effective but how to apply them while teaching a 

particular topic in mathematics is a real question which  remains  unanswered  in most of the 

training programs. 

Most of the high school teachers of mathematics are not mathematics graduates and their subject 

knowledge is insufficient to satisfy curiosity of students. Teaching learning process is restricted only 

to textbooks and is only exam oriented. 

 For students, 7th standard to 8th standard is a transition stage since up to 7th they  learn only 

arithmetic and simple shapes in geometry, where as in 8 th standard they start symbolic language of 

algebra and geometric proofs based on axiomatic framework. Abstraction level suddenly increases 

very high in 8th and 9th standard. Students need a breathing period to cope up with these new 

concepts but instead of allowing them to try and practice new concepts they are forced to go to 

coaching classes and get programmed to remember and reproduce readymade answers.  

Although thousands of books are available which can help the teachers and students to experience 

the strength and beauty of mathematics,  they are not available in school libraries and not  

accessible to school teachers and students. Moreover most of these books are in English and 

students and teachers from vernacular schools cannot read them. 

Except very few international schools, no other schools have mathematics laboratories and practical 

sessions in their curriculum. 



It is the need of a time to find practical solution to change this scenario. Developing and propagating  

the concept of mathematics laboratory can be an effective solution.  

Topic wise activities should be searched, new activities should be developed, compiled and made 

available to teachers and students in the form of worksheets. 

Puzzles, paradoxes, games, magical tricks based on mathematical concepts from the syllabus should 

be compiled and introduced to students. These activities help a lot in triggering   thinking process. 

Stories from history of mathematics and from the biographies of mathematicians inspire  young 

minds. 

A list of useful books for library, which can help teachers to enhance their knowledge should be 

provided to the schools. Library support always helps in improving quality of educations. 

Along with formal training centres, other social institutes and college teachers should  take interest 

in conducting workshops for school teachers and students. A link should be established between 

school mathematics  teachers and college teachers. 

School authorities should be made aware   of the need and usefulness of Mathematics laboratory. 

Mathematics laboratory is not a costly affair.  Most of the models can be made by students, teachers 

using card boards, origami papers, rubber sheets material. 

Syllabus framing committees for high school mathematics SSC  Board should include  some practical 

sessions in the curriculum and hand books for practicals should be prepared. CBSE board has done 

this but still there is lot of scope to enhance and enrich the activities  mentioned in the present 

booklets. 

This project will provide guidelines for teaches in developing math lab in their schools and to shift 

from chalk board method of teaching maths to activity based teaching. Co – operative learning 

process can be initiated using the group projects and blending the stories and puzzles with the 

maths theory will make learning process lively, interactive and interesting. 

 Contributions to society: 

The aim of this project is to bridge the gap between theory and practice of mathematics education. 

The education theories should not just remain in the small world of researchers and journals. 

Practicable methods of implementing these methods while teaching a particular   topic in 

mathematics should be invented and provided to school teachers. A concept of math – lab which is 

not so common in India should be defined, designed   and should reach the teacher and student 

community. 

The booklets, activity – kits, work sheets made under these project are giving clear instructions for 

each activity and will provide many innovative ideas useful in teaching learning process. Learning 

mathematics will become a playful & happy experience.  It will be also useful for giving new ideas of 

mathematics projects which can be a group activity to encourage co-operative learning. 

The principle investigator has conducted 5 workshops for high school student and 1 for school 

teachers during the tenure of the project and many more such workshops before starting the 



project. She is a member of standing committee of Marathi Vidnyan Parishad, a well known institute 

working for science popularization. Various maths related events like lectures, workshops, quiz, 

competitions on topics from mathematics are conducted in this institute on regular basis and the 

principle investigator is involved in all these activities. 

Principle investigator has published 43 articles in news papers SAKAL and Lokasatta on mathematics 

and mathematics education. She has authored a reference book ‘Ganitashi Gatti’ which was 

published with ISBN No978-93-81547-04-5. This book also aims revealing beauty of mathematics to 

public. 

 Publications out of MRP : 

 

 A reference book titled ‘Ganitashi Gatti’ published by Marathi Vidnyan Parishad ISBN No . 

978-93-81547-04-5    

This book is also available in e-book form on the web-site of Marathi Vidnyan Parishad.  

Link is given bellow; 

Website: http://www.mavipamumbai.org/MVP/Pages/ 

E-Book Link:  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B3z2FXqQO-pITmZ6RUtCNmVfUGs/view?usp=sharing 
 

 A paper titled “Mensuration Problems from Lilavati” was presented in an international 

conference at Sangamner and is published in the conference proceedings ISBN No. 978-93-

81921-44-9 

 

 A paper titled “Constructivist Methods of Bhaskaracharya” was presented in an 

International conference at Deccan College Pune & will soon get published in the conference 

proceedings. (The email correspondence is attached with the report.) 

 

 

 3 Articles on measurement methods are published in news paper Loksatta in Jan 2017. 

 

 Selected as a one of the author for writing notes on mathematicians for Marathi 

encyclopaedia ‘Vishwakosh’ this is ongoing project for two years. (Copy of the letter is 

attached to the report). 
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